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World Premiere

Meet at 12 ......................................................................................................................... Meggie Keung
   

This event brings together composition, performance and scholarship at the University of Arizona to feature the world 
premiere of Meet at 12, a new work by flutist and producer Meggie Keung. This première takes place as the final meeting of 
the course MUS 130B (Introduction to Music Literature). Throughout the semester, students in the course have explored five 
world premières across music history by Monteverdi, Handel, Beethoven, Belioz, and Stravinsky.

Keung’s new work represents the sixth and final world première with a new archival collection for future students to review as 
the MUS course and musical world grows and progresses.

Meet at 12 is inspired by Korean pop music for two flutes, two saxophones, and electronics. Keung wrote this piece to connect 
different genres and cultures into one harmonious piece.

This project has been made possible with the generous support of the 

UArizona Center for University Education Scholarship (CUES)

Premières Across Music History: 
From 1607 to 2022

Host: Matthew Mugmon
Featured Composer: Meggie Keung

Thursday, April 28, 2022
Holsclaw Hall

11:00 a.m.

Spring 2022 Fundraiser: April 15-May 15, 2022
To Music with Love - In Direct Support of Students

Your generous gift will make a difference in the lives
of music students today and in the future! Donations
will support the General Music Scholarship Fund and 
the Fund for Excellence.

crowdfund.arizona.edu/music



About the Music

Meet at 12 is a 12 minute piece for 2 flute, 2 saxophones, and electronics. It is a blend of Meggie Keung’s Western Classical 
training with her love for Korean popular music. She was inspired to compose Meet at 12 after listening to the Korean 
popular boy group Tomorrow X Together (TXT) song “Blue Hour.” The whimsical melody and funky bass line are just a few 
elements that drove Keung to compose Meet at 12. 

Meet at 12 is a single movement that features parts of TXT’s “Blue Hour” and variations on Korean traditional trot music 
(ppongjjak). The Korean traditional trot song featured in Meet at 12 is “Arirang.”“Arirang” is a 600 year old Korean folk 
song that reflects a heartbreaking past and loss of love, but hope for the future as well. “Arirang” is an important element for 
Keung to include as she pays respect to Korean culture and music. Korean trot was the K-pop of its time and should not be 
forgotten as the music world is constantly evolving. 

Why 12? The number 12 continues to appear in Keung’s life in a way that brings joy and significance. TXT’s “Blue Hour” 
contains a longer title, “You and I Found in the Sky at 5:53,” referring to the time in the afternoon/evening that a sunset might 
occur. “Blue Hour” is about cherishing the moments that can happen at that time during that transition from day to night. The 
number 12 is also at the top of a clock and could relate to being at the top of a Ferris wheel. Whether it is noon or midnight, 
there are moments that we should cherish no matter what time of day it is.

About the Artists
MEGGIE KEUNG (flute) is a Cantonese American who is passionate about fine arts production and marketing. She is 
currently completing her undergraduate program at the University of Arizona, pursuing a BA degree in music with a double 
minor in arts administration and Chinese language. Meggie’s background in flute allows her to connect to her community on 
a musical and creative level. She is also interested in music production and engineering. She works hard to combine her 
background in classical flute repertoire with her passion for Japanese and Korean pop. Her knowledge of diverse cultures is 
enriched by her travels across the United States and to Macua, China.

KAYLA BLACKBURN (flute) is a student at the University of Arizona pursuing a master’s degree in music where she 
studies with Dr. Brian Luce. She earned her bachelor’s degree from the University of Connecticut where she studied with 
Naomi Senzer and served as the principal player of both the University Symphony Orchestra and Wind Ensemble. Prior to 
that she studied with Deborah Cardenas. Since beginning her studies she has performed in master classes for renowned 
flutists such as Jim Walker, Bonita Boyd, Gergely Ittzes, Judith Mendenhall, Jonathan Keeble, and Donna Shin.

JOSEPH RADER (alto saxophone) is a multifaceted saxophonist, educator, composer, and improviser who performs in a 
variety of musical idioms. As an avid advocate for chamber music, Joseph serves as baritone chair and a founding member of 
the Creosote Quartet.

MAYA ARMENDARIZ (tenor saxophone) is a versatile performer within the classical and jazz idioms who regularly 
exhibits a high-spirited and vibrant personality. As an avid chamber musician, Maya serves as a founding member and tenor 
chair of the Creosote Quartet.


